Sealed Quotations are invited for the purchase of 10 Nos. “Desktop Computers” under buy back of old Desktops (As per details) of the following Configuration.

**Processor**
- Intel core i7-2600 (3.4GHz, 8 MB Cache)

**Motherboard**
- Intel DH67BL Motherboard, Memory Support: up to 32 GB, DIMM Slot: 4 Nos.

**RAM**
- 8 GB DDR-3 (1333MHz) Transcend, Kingston

**Hard drive**
- 500 GB (7200 RPM) Seagate

**Chassis**
- Coolermaster Gladiator 600

**Powersupply**
- 950 wt. /12 volt. Soundpro. (Coolermaster Glacialpower)

**Graphic card**
- Nvidia Geforce GTX-560 with 1 GB (For 4 Systems)
- Nvidia Geforce GTX-580 with 1536 MB (For 6 Systems)

**Optical Drive**
- 24X Dual layer capable (Sony, Samsung)

**Screen**
- 19” professional Square TFT
- Active Matrix (Non-wide) VGA + DVI-D with 4 builtin USB Ports, 1280x1024 / 60 Hz

**Keyboard & Mouse**
- Microsoft USB Keyboard & mouse

**I/O Ports:**
- 12 External USB Ports (8 in cabinet & 4 in TFT)

Details of the PC’s offered on Buy Back

1. Intel PIV3.0 GHZ (HT) 800 FHZ FS/Intel Orig D865 Motherboard/1GB DDR SD RAM (333)/4 USB Ports/1SL Port/80GB SATA HDD Seagate 7200RPM/6PCI Slots/52X CD Writer (Samsung)/PIV ATX Cabinet with PIV SMPS 300W (Mercury)/TVSE Gold KBD (104 Keys)/Logitech 3 Button Scroll Mouse/10/100/ Ethernet (Intel)/ 1.44 MB FDD Qty 6

2. Desktops with same specification as Per Item I but with 17” TFT Qty 1

3. Desktops with same specifications as per Item II but with DVD Writer in lieu of CD Writer Qty 3

Please note that all the 10 systems are more than 6 years old and in non working condition.
Terms & Conditions

1. Separate Technical and commercial bids are required to be submitted in separate sealed envelopes otherwise the quotation will be rejected. Technical Details with commercial information are bound to be rejected.

2. Compliance chart should be clearly attached along with technical bid otherwise the quotation will be rejected.

3. The make & Model no. of Monitor must be mentioned with the technical datasheet, otherwise quotation will be rejected.

4. Validity of the quotation should be at least 90 days from the date of submission.

5. Sealed quotations must be marked "Head CSE, and Should reach the Head CSE Office, IIT, Hauz Khas, New Delhi- 110016, latest by 18th Jan, 2011 up to 5:00 p.m.

6. Quotation must indicate a delivery schedule, which in no case should exceed 3 weeks from the date of placement of order.

7. Incomplete and conditional submitted tenders would be summarily rejected. Quotation received later than 5:00 p.m. on due date are liable to be ignored.

8. Payment will be made after satisfactory installation as per IIT norms.

9. Only INR quotes will be accepted. Dollar quotes will be rejected.

10. The Bidder should be ISO 9001 Certified (Copy of ISO Certificate should be enclosed).

11. Institute Reserves the right to accept/Reject any or all quotation without Assigning any reason therof.